Scalp-recorded, ictal focal DC shift in a patient with tonic seizure.
We recorded focal ictal DC shifts from scalp electrodes in a 9-year-old boy with intractable, clinically generalized tonic seizures. The patient had a high intensity signal abnormality of the left temporal cortex with thickening of the gyri on T2-weighted MRI. Scalp digital EEGs were recorded using electrodes made of silver/silver chloride. The low frequency filter (LFF) was set at 0.016 Hz. Recorded seizures were subsequently analyzed with LFF settings of 1.0, 0.016 and 0.03 Hz. All recorded seizures initially showed diffuse, low voltage, high frequency activity (electrodecremental pattern) followed 10-20 s later by quasirhythmic activity over the left frontotemporal region. In two seizures, LFF of 0.016-0.03 Hz revealed a slow negative shift over the left frontotemporal area simultaneously with onset of the bilateral electrodecremental pattern. However, in the other seizures, this initial slow negative shift was obscured by artifacts. Subsequent electrocorticography (ECoG) delineated frequent epileptiform discharges in the left temporal as well as frontal cortex. Scalp-recorded ictal DC shifts may help identify focal epileptogenic brain area in patients with clinically generalized seizures although the technique is vulnerable to artifact.